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Life, Alice McKinley feels, is just one big
embarrassment. Here she is, about to be a teenager
and she doesn't know how. It's worse for her than for
anyone else, she believes, because she has no role
model. Her mother has been dead for years. Help
and advice can only come from her father, manager
of a music store, and her nineteen-year-old brother,
who is a slob. What do they know about being a teen
age girl? What she needs, Alice decides, is a
gorgeous woman who does everything right, as a
roadmap, so to speak. If only she finds herself, when
school begins, in the classroom of the beautiful sixthgrade teacher, Miss Cole, her troubles will be over.
Unfortunately, she draws the homely, pear-shaped
Mrs. Plotkin. One of Mrs. Plotkin's first assignments
is for each member of the class to keep a journal of
their thoughts and feelings. Alice calls hers "The
Agony of Alice," and in it she records all the
embarrassing things that happen to her. Through the
school year, Alice has lots to record. She also comes
to know the lovely Miss Cole, as well as Mrs. Plotkin.
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And she meets an aunt and a female cousin whom
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she has not really known before. Out of all this, to
her amazement, comes a role model -- one that she
would never have accepted before she made a few
very important discoveries on her own, things no
roadmap could have shown her. Alice moves on,
ready to be a wise teenager.
A New York Times bestseller! “Smart and
funny…warm and rewarding.” —Booklist (starred
review) “A compelling and quirky tale of love and
negotiating early adulthood in New York City.”
—School Library Journal From the New York Times
bestselling author of Emergency Contact, which
Rainbow Rowell called “smart and funny,” comes a
“captivating” (The New York Times) romance about
how social media influences relationships every day.
On paper, college dropout Pablo Rind doesn’t have
a whole lot going for him. His graveyard shift at a
twenty-four-hour deli in Brooklyn is a struggle. Plus,
he’s up to his eyeballs in credit card debt. Never
mind the state of his student loans. Pop juggernaut
Leanna Smart has enough social media followers to
populate whole continents. The brand is
unstoppable. She graduated from child stardom to
become an international icon, and her adult life is a
queasy blur of private planes, step-and-repeats,
aspirational hotel rooms, and strangers screaming
for her just to notice them. When Leanna and Pablo
meet at 5:00 a.m. at the bodega in the dead of winter
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discover who they are, who they want to be, and
how to defy the deafening expectations of everyone
else, Lee and Pab turn to each other. Which, of
course, is when things get properly complicated.
You say Spoiled like it's a bad thing. Sixteen-yearold Molly Dix has just discovered that her biological
father is Brick Berlin, world-famous movie star and
red-carpet regular. Intrigued (and a little) terrified by
her Hollywood lineage, Molly moves to Los Angeles
and plunges headfirst into the deep of Beverly Hills
celebrity life. Just as Molly thinks her life couldn't get
any stranger, she meets Brooke Berlin, her
gorgeous, spoiled half sister, who welcomes Molly to
la-la land with a smothering dose "sisterly love"...but
in this town, nothing is ever what it seems. Set
against a world of Redbull-fuelled stylists, tiny
tanned girls, popped-collar guys, and Blackberrywielding publicists, Spoiled is a sparkling debut from
the writers behind the viciously funny celebrity blog
GoFugYourself.com.
The first book in the beloved, New York Times
bestselling series - now with a new foreword by New
York Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle
Jessica Darling is devastated when her best friend
moves away from Pineville, New Jersey. With Hope
gone, Jessica has no one she can really talk to. She
doesn’t relate to the boy-and-shopping obsessed
girls at school, or her dad’s obsession with track
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meets, and her mom is too busy planning big sister
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Bethany’s lavish wedding. Jessica is lost more than
ever, and her nonexistent love life is only making
things worse. Fresh, funny, and utterly compelling,
readers fell in love with Jessica Darling’s poignant,
hilarious voice and have stayed with her through her
ups and downs (and her mixed-up feelings about her
first love, Marcus Flutie). A modern classic, readers
will be excited to return to Pineville, New Jersey and
Jessica Darling’s world with Sloppy Firsts. Now with
a foreword from New York Times bestselling author
Rebecca Serle and a new author's note from Megan
McCafferty!
The fourth book in the beloved, New York Times
bestselling series - now with a new foreword by
Rebecca Serle Jessica Darling is living the New York
City dream. She’s subletting an apartment with her
best friend, working for a magazine that cares about
her psychology degree, and she’s still deeply in love
with Marcus Flutie. But then Marcus proposes, and
wants Jessica’s answer in a week. Is she ready to
give up her NYC life of literary parties, art openings,
and karaoke downtown to move back to New
Jersey? Even if it’s to be with the boy (now man)
who she’s been in love with for years? Megan
McCafferty's Fourth Comings, the next in the
hilarious New York Times bestselling series, brings
readers once again into the snarky, witty mind of
Jessica Darling as she learns that reality is more
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Senior year has Jessica up in arms again in this
hilarious and much-anticipated second book in the
New York Times bestselling Jessica Darling series.
This time, the hyperobservant, angst-ridden
teenager is going through the social and emotional
ordeal of her senior year at Pineville High. Not only
does the mysterious and oh-so-compelling Marcus
Flutie continue to distract Jessica, but her best
friend, Hope, still lives in another state, and she
can’t seem to escape the clutches of the Clueless
Crew, her annoying so-called friends. To top it off,
Jessica’s parents won’t get off her back about
choosing a college, and her sister Bethany’s
pregnancy is causing a big stir in the Darling
household. With intelligence, wit, and ingenious
comedic timing, Megan McCafferty has once again
recreated the tumultuous world of modern, fastmoving and sophisticated teens. Fans of Sloppy
Firsts will be reunited with their favorite characters
and introduced to some fresh new faces that have
entered Jess’s life, including the hot creative writing
teacher at her summer college prep program and her
feisty, tell-it-like-it-is grandmother Gladdie. But most
of all, you'll finally have the answers to all of your
burning questions, and then some: Will Jessica
crack under the pressure of senioritis? Will her
unresolved feelings for Marcus wreak havoc on her
love life? Will Hope ever come back to Pineville? Fall
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in this sequel to a book that critics and readers alike
hailed as the best high school novel in years.
From mega-bestselling author Megan
McCafferty--author of the beloved Jessica Darling
series that The Wall Street Journal called "Judy
Blume meets Dorothy Parker"--comes a hilarious
love letter to the magic and heartache of middle
school friendship. Sophie Dailey is NOT looking
forward to starting middle school. For one thing, she
doesn't look like other kids. Instead of trendy tank
tops, she wears high tech shirts that block UV rays.
(Sun protection is serious business!) And she
definitely doesn't sound like other kids either. (She
can't say "holla" or "hot take" without making a weird
face.) Needless to say, this is probably why her best
friend, Ella, ditched her for Queen Bee Morgan.
Sophie is comfortable with who she is and doesn't
want to change. But she's also pretty lonely without
Ella. Even worse, Morgan seems intent on making
seventh grade miserable for Sophie, and Ella doesn't
bat an eye at the bullying. Then a new girl moves in
next door to Sophie. Kaytee Ray is everything
Sophie is not: fashionable and super-confident.
Sophie can't believe Kaytee wants to spend the last
days of summer with her. Determined to keep
Kaytee as a friend, Sophie lies about her social
status, claiming to be besties with Morgan and Ella.
As long as Kaytee attends Villa Academy--a private
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her first friend in New Jersey is a loser. But can any
friendship built on lies survive seventh grade?
When he returns to Illinois and the gang culture on
the south side of Fairfield after six years in Colorado,
Luis Fuentes falls for a girl and enters a dark world
after learning some disturbing news about his family.
Second Helpings continues Megan McCafferty's New York
Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by New
York Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle Jessica Darling
is in her senior year of high school and things can’t seem to
get worse: her best friend, Hope, still lives in another state,
and the mysterious and oh-so-compelling Marcus Flutie
continues to be a distraction she doesn’t need. Not to
mention her parents won’t get off her back about choosing a
college, and her older sister’s pregnancy is causing quite a
bit of drama in the Darling household. The second book in
Megan McCafferty’s critically acclaimed Jessica Darling
series is fun, irreverent, and shows that being a teenager is
never easy (or boring). Now with a foreword from New York
Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle and a new author's
note from Megan McCafferty!
Crazy teachers; best friends turning pretty overnight; "The
Unbreakable Laws of Cafeteria Line Cutting".... Junior high is
rough, and Jessica Darling needs help! Enter older sister
Bethany and her "It List," meant to help Jessica uphold "The
Darling Domination of Popularity." In Jessica Darling's It List
3, Jessica faces the potentially mortifying outcome of the Top
Secret Pineville Junior High Crushability Test. Plus, she's
kind of stuck in the middle, as smarties and skaters unite to
collect signatures on a petition to bring back the school's
annual dance. Will the dramarama of seventh grade be
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Is it impossible
for old elementary-school friends and new
junior-high friends to all get along as just, you know, friends?
Good or bad, that's what I'm about to find out. Jessica Darling
is finally getting the hang of seventh grade! Hosting an epic
slumber party might even help to make Jessica popular...but
is that what she really wants? New York Times bestselling
author Megan McCafferty's It List series introduces readers to
Jessica Darling, an unabashedly brainy seventh grader who
tries to stay true to herself, even if it means being (totally not)
cool.
Devastated when her best friend moves away, sixteen-yearold Jessica Darling feels isolated at school and at home, as
she struggles to deal with her father's obsession with her
track meets, her boy-crazy peers, and her own nonexistent
love life.
Two sisters become trapped in the underworld--and in the
machinations of deities, shapeshifters, and ghouls--in this
lush and dangerous Phoenician mythology-inspired fantasy.
Teenage sisters Samira and Rima aren't exactly living the
dream. Instead, they live with their maddeningly unreliable
mother in a rundown trailer in Michigan. Dad's dead, money's
tight, and Mom disappears for days at a time. So when Sam's
grandfather wills her the family valuables--a cache of
Lebanese antiquities--she's desperate enough to try pawning
them before Mom can. But she shouldn't. Because one is
cursed, forbidden, the burial coin of a forgotten god.
Disturbing it condemns her and Rima to the Phoenician
underworld, a place of wicked cities, burning cedar forests,
poisoned feasts of milk and lemons, and an endless, windless
ocean. Nothing is what it seems. No one is who they say. And
down here, the night never ends. To get home--and keep her
sister safe--Sam will have to outwit beautiful shapeshifters,
pose as a royal bride, sail the darkest sea... and maybe kill
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The fifth and final book in Megan McCafferty's beloved, New
York Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by
Rebecca Serle Jessica thought her Pineville, New Jersey life
was behind her. Now a young professional, she’s ready to
keep moving forward—until she (literally) runs into her former
boyfriend Marcus Flutie at the airport on her way to her best
friend’s Caribbean wedding. Marcus and Jessica have both
changed dramatically, yet their connection feels as familiar as
ever. Is their reunion just a fluke? Or is this momentous
collision orchestrated by fate? Readers have followed Jessica
through every step (and misstep) from her life as a high
schooler, to her years in college, and a twenty-something
stumbling towards adulthood. In Perfect Fifths, the hilarious
and satisfying conclusion to the Jessica Darling series,
readers will finally get a peek inside the mind of Marcus
Flutie, with a finale perfect in its imperfections.
Rainbow Rowell's #1 New York Times bestseller Carry On,
now available in this special bookshelf edition with a brand
new case stamp and designed endpapers! Simon Snow is the
worst Chosen One who's ever been chosen. That's what his
roommate, Baz, says. And Baz might be evil and a vampire
and a complete git, but he's probably right. Half the time,
Simon can't even make his wand work, and the other half, he
starts something on fire. His mentor's avoiding him, his
girlfriend broke up with him, and there's a magic-eating
monster running around, wearing Simon's face. Baz would be
having a field day with all this, if he were here--it's their last
year at the Watford School of Magicks, and Simon's
infuriating nemesis didn't even bother to show up. Carry On is
a ghost story, a love story and a mystery. It has just as much
kissing and talking as you'd expect from a Rainbow Rowell
story - but far, far more monsters.
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OF THE YEAR BY: O Magazine * Good
Housekeeping * Real Simple * Vulture * Chicago Tribune
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE SUMMER BY:
“The Today Show” * “Good Morning America” * Wall Street
Journal * San Francisco Chronicle * Southern Living An
INDIE NEXT LIST Pick Shortlisted for the 2020 Bollinger
Everyman Wodehouse Prize Long-listed for the 2020
Tournament of Books "Fun, hilarious, and extremely
touching."—NPR Dry, witty, and unapologetic, May Attaway
loves literature and her work as a botanist for the university in
her hometown. More at home with plants than people, May
begins to suspect she isn’t very good at friendship and
wonders if it’s possible to improve with practice. Granted
some leave from her job, she sets out on a journey to spend
time with four long-neglected friends. Smart, funny, and full of
compassion, Rules for Visiting is the story of a search for
friendship in the digital age, a singular look at the way we
stay in touch. While May travels, she studies her friends’
lives and begins to confront the pain of her own. With
simplicity and honesty, Jessica Francis Kane has crafted an
exquisite story about a woman trying to find a new way to be
in the world. This nourishing book, with its beautiful
contemplation of travel, trees, family, and friendship, is the
perfect antidote to our chaotic times.
On the last day of high school, Sophie's boyfriend breaks up
with her. It turns out he thinks she is too predictable, too
responsible, too mature...too boring. When Sophie turns to
her best friend, Ella, for comfort and reassurance, Ella just
confirms what her boyfriend has said. And that hurts even
more. Then Ella comes up with a plan to help Sophie find her
wilder side. In the ninety days between the end of high school
and the start of university, she is going to arrange for Sophie
to do amazing, new, different and sometimes scary things.
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what. And
she has to share her adventures through social
media. Can ninety days of different create a different life?
Can stepping outside your comfort zone help you find
yourself?
Writer/artist Giulio Macaione makes his comics debut in this
breathtaking story about family and friendship. Alice can enter
and share dreams by sleeping near someone, a power utterly
outside her own control. After moving back to Cincinnati, Alice
is stuck sharing a bedroom with her brother and worse,
sharing his dreams. The bright spot in her life is her best
friend, Jamie, but there's more history between their families
than Alice realized, and there are secrets buried deep.
New York Times bestselling author Megan McCafferty returns
to her roots with this YA coming of age story set in a New
Jersey mall. The year is 1991. Scrunchies, mixtapes and
90210 are, like, totally fresh. Cassie Worthy is psyched to
spend the summer after graduation working at the Parkway
Center Mall. In six weeks, she and her boyfriend head off to
college in NYC to fulfill The Plan: higher education and
happily ever after. But you know what they say about the best
laid plans... Set entirely in a classic “monument to
consumerism,” the novel follows Cassie as she finds
friendship, love, and ultimately herself, in the most
unexpected of places. Megan McCafferty, beloved New York
Times bestselling author of the Jessica Darling series, takes
readers on an epic trip back in time to The Mall.
A latest installment in the popular Stephanie Plum series
places the irrepressible bounty hunter and her motley
companions--including Grandma Mazur, vice captain Joe
Morelli, and Bob the Dog--in a new adventure involving the
Burg's premier funeral home and a family pot roast.
2,000,000 first printing.
Lucy lives on the twenty-fourth floor. Owen lives in the
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stuck between
two floors of a New York City apartment
building, on an elevator rendered useless by a citywide
blackout. After they're rescued, Lucy and Owen spend the
night wandering the darkened streets and marveling at the
rare appearance of stars above Manhattan. But once the
power is back, so is reality. Lucy soon moves abroad with her
parents, while Owen heads out west with his father. The brief
time they spend together leaves a mark. And as their lives
take them to Edinburgh and to San Francisco, to Prague and
to Portland, Lucy and Owen stay in touch through postcards,
occasional e-mails, and phone calls. But can they -- despite
the odds -- find a way to reunite? Smartly observed and
wonderfully romantic, Jennifer E. Smith's new novel shows
that the center of the world isn't necessarily a place.
Sometimes, it can be a person.
Dating! Drama! Driving! Remember what it was like to be
sixteen? Whether it was the year your teeth were finally free
of braces or the year you were discovered by the opposite
sex, that magical, mystical age is something you will never
forget. Edited by Megan McCafferty, author of the runaway hit
novels Sloppy Firsts and Second Helpings, Sixteen: Stories
About That Sweet and Bitter Birthday is a compilation of short
stories inspired by all the angst, melodrama, and wonderment
of being sixteen. Sarah Dessen’s “Infinity” is about a girl
confronting two major milestones: getting her driver’s license
and losing her virginity. The Dead Girls in Jacqueline
Woodson’s “Nebraska 99” have already decided to “do it”
and must now cope with being teenage mothers. And Carolyn
Mackler’s “Mona Lisa, Jesus, Chad, and Me” explores
whether friendship can survive when partying and prayer
clash. Also included is a new Jessica Darling story by Megan
McCafferty about the last fifteen minutes Jessica spends—or
rather, doesn’t spend—with her best friend, Hope, who is
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Anderson,
Julianna Baggott, Cat Bauer, Emma Forrest,
Tanuja Desai Hidier, David Levithan, Sonya Sones, Zoe
Trope, Ned Vizzini, and Joseph Weisberg, these hilarious,
poignant, and touching tales are perfect for both those who
have yet to reach that milestone and those who want to
reminisce about their “sweetest” year.
Leaving her New Jersey hometown for New York City's
Columbia University, Jessica Darling finds her life on the
upswing, until she lands an internship at an ultra-hip Brooklynbased magazine, and she is torn between three very different
men.
I hadn't even gotten to homeroom yet and I'd already
discovered five hard truths about junior high: 1. My best friend
had turned pretty. 2. She didn't know it yet. 3. It wouldn't be
long before she did. 4. That knowledge would change
everything between us. 5. And there wasn't a thing I could do
about it. It's the first day of seventh grade. Is Jessica Darling
doomed for dorkdom? New York Times bestselling author
Megan McCafferty's hilarious new novel will have you
laughing, cringing, and cheering for Jessica Darling as she
learns that being herself beats being popular, pretty & perfect
any day.

You want ninety? Fine, I'll give you ninety. I'll give them
to you coming and going. Teen rocker Ritchie Sudden is
pretty sure his life has just jumped the shark. Except he
hates being called a teen, his band doesn't play rock,
and "jumping the shark" is yet another dumb cliché. Part
of Ritchie wants to drop everything and walk away.
Especially the part that's serving ninety days in a juvenile
detention center. Telling the story of the year leading up
to his arrest, Ritchie grabs readers by the throat before
(politely) inviting them along for the (max-speed) ride. A
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before Mom's girlfriend moved in. There's the matter of
trying to score with the dangerously hot Ravenna Woods
while avoiding the dangerously huge Spence Proffer--not
to mention just trying to forget what his sister, Beth, said
the week before she died. Acclaimed author Sean
Beaudoin's latest offering is raw, razor-sharp, and
genuinely hilarious.
When a virus makes everyone over the age of eighteen
infertile, would-be parents pay teen girls to conceive and
give birth to their children, making teens the most prized
members of society. Girls sport fake baby bumps and the
school cafeteria stocks folic-acid-infused food. Sixteenyear-old identical twins Melody and Harmony were
separated at birth and have never met until the day
Harmony shows up on Melody’s doorstep. Up to now,
the twins have followed completely opposite paths.
Melody has scored an enviable conception contract with
a couple called the Jaydens. While they are searching
for the perfect partner for Melody to bump with, she is
fighting her attraction to her best friend, Zen, who is way
too short for the job. Harmony has spent her whole life in
Goodside, a religious community, preparing to be a wife
and mother. She believes her calling is to convince
Melody that pregging for profit is a sin. But Harmony has
secrets of her own that she is running from. When
Melody is finally matched with the world-famous,
genetically flawless Jondoe, both girls’ lives are
changed forever. A case of mistaken identity takes them
on a journey neither could have ever imagined, one that
makes Melody and Harmony realize they have so much
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bestselling author Megan McCafferty comes a strikingly
original look at friendship, love, and sisterhood—in a
future that is eerily believable.
The New York Times bestselling sequel to Newbery
Medalist Jerry Spinelli’s modern-day classic Stargirl,
now an original film on Disney+! And don't miss the
author's highly anticipated new novel, Dead Wednesday!
Love, Stargirl picks up a year after Stargirl ends and
reveals the new life of the beloved character who moved
away so suddenly at the end of Stargirl. The novel takes
the form of "the world's longest letter," in diary form,
going from date to date through a little more than a
year's time. In her writing, Stargirl mixes memories of her
bittersweet time in Mica, Arizona, with involvements with
new people in her life. In Love, Stargirl, we hear the
voice of Stargirl herself as she reflects on time, life, Leo,
and - of course - love. “Spinelli is a poet of the
prepubescent. . . . No writer guides his young characters,
and his readers, past these pitfalls and challenges and
toward their futures with more compassion.” —The New
York Times
Delicious but never indulgent, sweet with just the right
amount of bitter, Rebecca Serle's The Dinner List is a
romance for our times. Bon appetit! A Bustle Book Club
Selection “I have five words for Rebecca Serle’s The
Dinner List: wistful, delicious, romantic, magical, love.”
—Gabrielle Zevin, New York Times Bestselling Author of
The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry and Young Jane Young
“We’ve been waiting for an hour.” That’s what Audrey
says. She states it with a little bit of an edge, her words
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Not: Audrey Hepburn is at my birthday dinner, but
Audrey Hepburn is annoyed.” At one point or another,
we’ve all been asked to name five people, living or
dead, with whom we’d like to have dinner. Why do we
choose the people we do? And what if that dinner was to
actually happen? These are the questions Rebecca
Serle contends with in her utterly captivating novel, The
Dinner List, a story imbued with the same delightful
magical realism as One Day, and the life-changing
romance of Me Before You. When Sabrina arrives at her
thirtieth birthday dinner she finds at the table not just her
best friend, but also three significant people from her
past, and well, Audrey Hepburn. As the appetizers are
served, wine poured, and dinner table conversation
begins, it becomes clear that there’s a reason these six
people have been gathered together.
** Allegiant by Sara Mack is the second novel in The
Guardian Trilogy. It is not affiliated with the Divergent
series by Veronica Roth. **Last summer, Emma
discovered that true love never dies.It can return.It can
give you hope.It can pull you from darkness.Until it's
ripped from you.Again.As her 22nd birthday approaches,
Emma Donohue finds herself back at school and utterly
alone. Hours away from family and friends, her solitary
days are spent contemplating what never should have
been. James should never have died, but he did. He
should never have been assigned as her Guardian, but
he was. And she should never have allowed Dane to get
too close to her heart.But she failed.Desperate to fill her
time, Emma is intrigued by her mysterious new neighbor,
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and, curious, she attempts to discover his past. Little
does she know his presence will pull her into a world she
could never imagine. A world that follows an ancient
doctrine. A world built on loyalty, yet plagued by secrets
and lies.A world that will threaten everything - and
everyone - she loves.Allegiant is a new adult/college
paranormal romance containing moderate language/mild
innuendo.Allegiant is the second story in The Guardian
Trilogy. The third novel, Reborn, is complete and due to
be published in February 2014.
Offered a second chance at getting into Harvard when
the dean urges her to prove she is capable of having fun
as well as overachieving academically, Opal takes
calculated measures to establish her place in the popular
crowd.
The world has been gripped by a catastrophic virus, and
everyone over the age of eighteen is infertile. Society
now values teenagers above all others, and 'conception
contracts' with the most attractive, intelligent girls are
eagerly snapped up by would-be-parents, desperate to
pay for a healthy baby. Eight-and-a-half months ago,
Melody scored an amazing contract with a rich couple,
and was matched with the hottest 'bumping' partner in
the world: the gorgeous Jondoe. Her future looked set until her identical twin Harmony opened the door to
Jondoe. A case of mistaken identity and a moment of
madness followed - and the wrong sister fell pregnant.
Now Harmony has disappeared, determined to raise her
babies herself - and for the last eight-and-a-half months,
Melody has been faking the most high-profile pregnancy
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Becoming famous after saving a girl on the brink of
suicide, Caggie, who is grieving the death of a sister and
a failed relationship, longs to be left alone before
unexpectedly falling for the mysterious Astor, who
harbors his own dark secrets. By the author of When
You Were Mine.
The most hilarious, charming, realistic story of middlegrade friendships you'll ever read, from Megan
McCafferty, the mega bestselling, beloved author of
Sloppy Firsts.
Growing Up Can Be Perfect in Its Imperfection The
Jessica Darling series chronicles one young woman’s
coming-of-age in the first decade of the 21st century.
Over five books and ten years, Jessica Darling fumbles
her way into adulthood. She evolves from a sixteen-yearold cynic, snarking in her diary about catty cliques,
unrequited crushes, and other high school indignities,
into a jet-setting twenty-six-year-old urbanite searching
for more meaning in her life. Through all her
misadventures in high school, college, and beyond,
Jessica gets long-distance support from her best friend,
Hope. But it's her on-again/off-again love of her life,
Marcus Flutie, who can always be counted on to
complicate her life in ways that are infuriating,
intoxicating, and ultimately irresistible. SLOPPY FIRSTS:
Meet Jessica Darling—and fall for Marcus Flutie—in this
high school comedy of many, many errors. A fresh,
funny, utterly compelling fiction debut, Sloppy Firsts is an
insightful true-to-life look at sixteen-year-old Jessica's
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torment—from the dark days after her best friend, Hope,
moves away through her months as a type-A personality
turned insomniac to her completely mixed up feelings
about Marcus Flutie, the intelligent and mysterious
"Dreg" who works his way into her heart. SECOND
HELPINGS: Can Jessica survive senior year without
losing her mind . . . or her heart? This time, Jess is going
through the social and emotional ordeal of her last year
at Pineville High. Not only does the mysterious Marcus
Flutie continue to distract her, but Hope still lives in
another state, and she can't seem to escape the clutches
of the Clueless Crew, her annoying so-called friends. To
top it off, Jessica's parents won't get off her butt about
choosing a college. Will Jess crack under the pressure of
senioritis? CHARMED THIRDS: Jessica is in college . . .
and smart girls have more fun! Jessica has finally left her
hometown/hellhole for Columbia University; she's into
Marcus more than ever (so what if he's at a Buddhist
college in California), and she's making new friends. But
Jess soon realizes that her bliss might not last. As she
and Marcus hit the rocks, will she fall for her GOPunk,
neoconservative RA . . . or for the hot grad student she's
assisting on a summer project . . . or for the oh-sosensitive emo boy down the hall? Will she even make it
now that her parents have cut her off financially? And
what do the cryptic one-word postcards from Marcus
really mean? FOURTH COMINGS: Is the real world
ready for Jessica Darling? At first it seems like she's
living the New York City dream. She's subletting an
apartment with her best friend, working for a magazine
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still deeply in love with Marcus. But when Marcus
proposes—giving her only one week to answer—Jessica
must decide if she's ready to give up a world of late-night
literary soirees, art openings, and downtown drunken
karaoke to move back to New Jersey and be with the
one man who's gripped her heart for years. PERFECT
FIFTHS: Does Jessica and Marcus's journey end here?
Or is it just the beginning? . . . Now a young professional
in her mid-twenties, Jess is off to a Caribbean wedding.
As she rushes to her gate at the airport, she literally runs
into her former boyfriend, Marcus Flutie. It's the first time
she's seen him since she reluctantly turned down his
marriage proposal three years earlier—and emotions run
high. They have both changed dramatically, yet their
connection feels as familiar as ever. Is their reunion just
a fluke, or has fate orchestrated this collision of their
lives once again?
Now a digital feature film! I hadn't even gotten to
homeroom yet and I'd already discovered five hard truths
about junior high: 1. My best friend had turned pretty. 2.
She didn't know it yet. 3. It wouldn't be long before she
did. 4. That knowledge would change everything
between us. 5. And there wasn't a thing I could do about
it. It's the first day of seventh grade. Is Jessica Darling
doomed for dorkdom? New York Times bestselling
author Megan McCafferty's hilarious new novel will have
you laughing, cringing, and cheering for Jessica Darling
as she learns that being herself beats being popular,
pretty & perfect any day.
Never underestimate the power of friendship. When
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doesn’t expect much. But Colie didn’t count on meeting
Morgan and Isabel. Through them, she learns what true
friendship is all about, and finally starts to realize her
potential. And that just might open the door to her first
chance at love. . . . “A down-to-earth Cinderella story. . .
captures that special feeling.” —The New York Post Also
by Sarah Dessen: Along for the Ride Dreamland Just
Listen Lock and Key The Moon and More Someone Like
You That Summer This Lullaby The Truth About Forever
What Happened to Goodbye
Old flames are reignited in the fifth and final book in the
New York Times bestselling Jessica Darling series.
Captivated readers have followed Jessica through every
step and misstep: from her life as a tormented, tarttongued teenager to her years as a college grad
stumbling toward adulthood. Now a young professional
in her mid-twenties, Jess is off to a Caribbean wedding.
As she rushes to her gate at the airport, she literally runs
into her former boyfriend, Marcus Flutie. It’s the first
time she's seen him since she reluctantly turned down
his marriage proposal three years earlier–and emotions
run high. Marcus and Jessica have both changed
dramatically, yet their connection feels as familiar as
ever. Is their reunion just a fluke or has fate orchestrated
this collision of their lives once again? Told partly from
Marcus’s point of view, Perfect Fifths finally lets readers
inside the mind of the one person who’s both troubled
and titillated Jessica Darling for years. Expect nothing
less than the satisfying conclusion fans have been
waiting for, one perfect in its imperfection. . . .
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apartment with three other girls in a Brooklyn
brownstone, Jessica Darling is stunned when her onagain, off-again boyfriend, Marcus Flutie, asks her to
marry him and gives her a week to think it over.
Sloppy FirstsA NovelBroadway Books
The third book in Megan McCafferty's beloved, New York
Times bestselling series--now with a new foreword by
Rebecca Serle. Life finally seems to be going right for
Jessica Darling. She escaped the New Jersey suburbs
and attends Columbia University in New York City.
She’s more into her boyfriend, Marcus Flutie, than
ever—even if he’s at a college across the country in
California. And she’s making new friends who can’t
quite compete with her beloved bestie, Hope, but at least
come close. If Jessica thought high school was hard,
college brings a whole new set of challenges. She
snagged an internship at a Brooklyn literary magazine,
but will she ever fit in with the snarky staff? Can she
even make it to graduation after her parents cut her off
financially? And will her long distance relationship
survive the pursuit by three new—and radically
different—love interests? With the signature wit, cynicism
and candor the series is famous for, Charmed Thirds
takes readers on an unforgettable journey through
Jessica Darling's hilariously complicated college years.
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